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Abstract
Fluctuating wall pressure measurements have been made on centerline up-
stream of a blunt fin in a Mach 5 turbulent boundary layer. By examining
the ensemble averaged wall pressure distributions for different separation
shock foot positions, it has been shown that local fluctuating wall pressure
measurements are due to a distinct pressure distribution, 79i, which under-
goes a stretching and flattening effect as its upstream boundary translates
aperiodically between the upstream influence and separation lines. The lo-
cations of the maxima and minima in the wall pressure standard deviation
can be accurately predicted using this distribution, providing quantitative
confirmation of the model. This model also explains the observed cross-
correlations and ensemble average measurements within the interaction.
Using the 7_i model, wall pressure signals from under the separated flow
region were used to reproduce the position-time history of the separation
shock foot. Further, the negative time delay peak in the cross-correlation
between the predicted and actual shock foot histories suggests that the
separated region fluctuations precede shock foot motion. The unsteady
behavior of the primary horseshoe vortex and its relation to the unsteady
separation shock are described.
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1 Introduction
Flow separation induced by shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interaction can
pose significant problems in the design of high speed transport systems (Holden, 1986). One
problem is the large fluctuating pressure loads, up to 185 dB or more (Dolling (1993)),
associated with such interactions which can have characteristic frequencies close to the
resonant frequencies of vehicle structural components (Pozefsky, et al., (1989)).
Additionally, the high heating rates can further threaten the structural integrity of the
vehicle. Consequential safeguards to overcome these local structural problems result in
weight penalties which reduce the cost effectiveness and performance of the vehicle.
Shock-induced separation can arise from a variety of sources such as deflected
elevons, engine inlets, wing-body junctures, and so on. In the laboratory these are typically
modeled using geometries such as swept and unswept compression ramps, cylinders, and
blunt fins. Some of the major features of these flowfields are illustrated in Fig 1 for the case
of a hemicylindricaily blunted fin of leading edge diameter D. In this example, there is a
large scale, 3-D vortical, separated flowfield and, as is typically the case for shock-induced
turbulent separation, it is highly unsteady. The unsteadiness is most visibly associated with
the foot of the separation shock which undergoes aperiodic motion over a streamwise length
of order D, between the upstream influence line (UI) and the separation line'S' (deduced
using surface tracer flow visualization techniques) (Kussoy, et al., (1987), Dolling and
Brusniak, (1991), Dolling and Bogdonoff, (1981,2), Dollifig and Smith, (1989)). The result
of this unsteady shock is clearly visible in the intermittent wall pressure signal of Fig 1
which is characterized by a low-amplitude, high frequency component associated with the
undisturbedincomingturbulentboundarylayer, a high-amplitude,low frequencycomponent
due to the passageof the shock foot over the transducer,and a high-amplitude, high
frequency component associatedwith the flow downstreamof the shock foot. The
bandwidth of the shockfoot-associatedlow frequencycomponentis a few hundredHz to
severalkHz (Dolling, (1993)).
Early experimentalinvestigationsof blunt fin-inducedseparationprimarily provided
mean wall pressuredistributionsand flow visualizationimages. Price and Stallings (1967)
deducedthe effectsof fin leadingedgesweepon the separatedflow scalefrom meanwall
pressuremeasurementsandshadowphotographs.Hussain(1985) similarly investigatedthe
effectsof sweep,in additionto angleof attackeffects,andobtainedhighly resolvedsurface
mean pressuredistributions and surface flow visualization. As also seen in Price and
Stallings' work, Hussainobservedthat the strongesteffectof fin sweepoccurred for sweep
anglesof 0 to 30deg.andthat "while bluntnessintensifiedthe interaction,sweepalleviated
its intensity."
In the supersonicregime,Dolling andBogdonoff (1981,2)provided someof thefirst
unsteady wall pressure measurementsfor unswept fins including standard deviation
distributions and probability densitydistributions and determinedthat pressurefluctuation
intensity increasedwith increasingD/_5.However, singlepoint measurementswere done
exclusively so that no correlationsbetweenvarious regionsunder the flowfield could be
considered.Other,later studieshaveprovidedmoredetailedunsteadypressuremeasurement
results(Narlo (1986),Dolling andSmith(1989),Dolling andBrusniak (1991),Gonsalezand
Dolling (1993),Barnhart(1993),Kleifges and Dolling (1993)),including effectsof leading
edge sweepand sweepof the separationline ('S'), but only recently has the causeof the
unsteadinessbeenspecificallyaddressed.Dolling andBrusniak(1991)presentedtheresults
of simultaneouswall pressuremeasurementsin the region of separationshockmotion and
under the separatedflow in orderto try anddeterminetherelationshipbetweenfluctuations
within the two regions. From this exploratorystudy,it wasfound that measurementsfrom
the region of shockmotioncorrelatedwith measurementsfrom the location in theseparated
flow at which thewall pressurestandarddeviationdistributionattaineda local maximum. In
particular, the wall pressuresignalswere highly correlatedbetweenthesetwo stations,and
the energy spectrumat theseparatedflow stationwasvery similar to the spectrumfrom the
region of shockmotion. In addition, it was found that shock foot motion correlatedwith
certain pressurevariationsunder the separatedflow regionand, in particular, that pressure
"pulses"appearedto propagateupstreamprior to changesof directionof theseparationshock
foot. However,a detailedphysical explanationof thesemeasurementsandcorrelationswas
lacking.
Computational studies of unswept (Hung and Buning (1985)) and swept
(LakshmananandTiwari (1993))blunt fin-inducedseparationhave also beenmade. In the
study of Hung and Buning,wall pressuredistributions on and off centerline,and particle
pathsandpressureandMachnumbercontoursin theplaneof symmetrywere calculatedfor
a Mach 3 flow andcomparedwith experimentaldataof Dolling, et al. (1979) and Dolling
and Bogdonoff (1982). Overall, the comparisons were very good. In both of these
computational studies the Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokesequations, for which the
random turbulencefluctuationsare suppressed,were used. As such, direct or large-eddy
turbulencesimulationwouldbeneededto resolvetheoscillation (Hung andBuning (1985)).
Becauseof this Hungand Buning concludedthat "sincethe flow is sensitiveto turbulence
fluctuation andis inherentlyunsteady,themostimportantquestionis how theflow structure,
5suchashorseshoevortexandseparationline, behavesin a stochasticallyoscillatory field." It
hassince beenshownexperimentallythat the instantaneousseparationlocation occursjust
downstreamof the separationshockfoot andis essentiallycoincidentwith the shockfoot as
it moves,and that the separationline, 'S', obtainedfrom surface tracer flow visualization
indicatesthe downstreamend of the regionof shockmotion (on centerline) (Gramannand
Dolling (1988));thehorseshoevortex behaviorwill beimplied from this presentstudy.
Oneof thepracticalgoalsof researchin thisareais to reducethe fluctuatingpressure
loadsandhighheatingratesto levels thatthevehiclestructurecansafely toleratethroughthe
use of flow control devicesand/or creative tailoring of vehicle component shapes. For
computations to reproduce the effects of unsteadiness,the physics responsible for the
unsteadinessneeds to be ascertainedso that they can possibly be included in the
computationalmodel. Experimentallyhowever,beforethe physicscan be determined,the
physical origin of thefluctuatingmeasurementsthemselves,be it from a horseshoevortexor
a subsonic separationbubble, must be understood: a simple cross-correlationresult is
meaninglessunlessit is understoodwhy it has its characteristic shape. Understanding the
origin of the fluctuating measurements (at a point) requires determining the global
descriptive feature or features of the flowfield which cause the local measurements and their
resulting properties. It is important to delineate between the fluctuating signal measured at a
point from the continuous global, spatial, fluid flow phenomenon which is occurring, only a
local segment of which is being monitored.
The fundamental objective of this research is to determine if a correlation exists
between separation shock foot motion, pressure variations under the incoming undisturbed
turbulent boundary layer, and pressure variations under the separated flow region, and to
6determine the sourceof the correlation. The specifictasks associatedwith this objective
were: i) if sucha correlationexists,explain the sourceof the correlation in termsof global
flowfield properties; and ii) verify/clarify the global flowfield property model. Some
implicationsof theresultsfor flow control methodsandflowfield computationalmethodsare
discussed. The resultspresentedexplain the findings presentedin Dolling and Brusniak
(1991) andprovideinsight into the effectof turbulencefluctuationson the horseshoevortex
asmentionedbyHungandBuning (1985).
2 Experimental Program and Analysis Techniques
Wind Tunnel and Model
The tests were conducted in the Mach 5 blowdown wind tunnel at the Wind Tunnel
Laboratories of the University of Texas at Austin. The test section is 12 in. (30.48 cm) in
length, 7 in. by 6 in. (18 cm by 15_cm) in cross-section, and is essentially a parallel wall
extension connected to the end of the nozzle exit. The air is heated by two 420 kW banks of
nichrome wire heaters upstream of the settling chamber. The floor of the test section was
used as the test surface. Pressure transducers were mounted flush with the surface of a 3.375
in. (8.5725 cm) diameter rotatable plug. The plug had 26 transducer ports available on
centerline at the minimum center-to-center spacing _ of 0.115 in. (0.292 cm) (Fig 1).
Measurements were taken upstream of the model on centerline.
The test model was a hemicylindrically blunted fin of 0.75 in. (1.905 cm) leading
edge diameter. It had a 1.0 in. (2.54 cm) wide base extension which fitted into a matching
slot in the floor with screws underneath holding the fin in place. This eliminated the need for
7a complicatedstingsupportsystemwhichmighthaveexacerbatedtunnelblockageproblems.
The fin hada 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) streamwiserangeof travel. Gaugeblocks in incrementsof
0.5_ were available for accurateand repeatablefin positioning relative to the transducer
army. The overall fin heightwas4.0 in. (10.16cm). Basedon the criterion of Dolling and
Bogdonoff(1981,1),at Mach5 a heightto diameterratioof 6 is sufficientfor acylinder to be
considered"semi-infinite."
The nominal freestreamflow conditions and incoming turbulent boundary layer
propertiesare shown in Table 1. The floor surface temperaturewas within 8% of the
adiabatic value. The boundary layer characteristics were determined by assuming a
constantvalue of static pressureacrossit in conjunction with total temperatureand pitot
pressuresurveys. A least-squaresfit to the law of the wall/law of the wake following the
procedureof Sunand Childs (1973)wasusedto obtain the velocity profiles. The turbulent
boundarylayer developednaturallywithouttheuseof trips.
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The fluctuating wall pressure signals were measured using Kulite miniature pressure
transducers (models XCQ-062-15A and XCQ-062-50A) installed flush with the
instrumentation plug surface. The Kulite transducers are absolute pressure sensors with a 0
to 15 psia and 0 to 50 psia range, respectively. They have a nominal outer case diameter of
0.064 in. (0.1626 cm) with a pressure sensitive silicon diaphragm 0.028 in. (0.0711 cm) in
diameter. The diaphragm has a fully active four arm Wheatstone bridge diffused into it with
a natural frequency of about 600 kHz (as quoted by the manufacturer). The actual frequency
response is limited to about 50 kHz due to a perforated screen which protects the diaphragm
8from damagefrom dustand otherparticles. The transduceroutput wasamplified and then
electronically lowpassfiltered at 50 kHz beforebeingdigitized by LeCroy analog-to-digital
(A/D) convertersinterfacedwith a Hewlett-Packard9000 seriescomputer. The transducers
werestaticallycalibratedat leastdally, andalwaysafter thetransducerswererepositioned.
The LeCroy dataacquisitionsystemhas2 12-bit A/D converterswhich operateon
the sameclock. Up to four channelsperA/D canbesampledsimultaneouslyat a maximum
rate of 1MHz perchannel,providing a maximumof 8 channelsof simultaneouslysampled
data. Full scaleA/D output is 0 to 4095 counts per channel. In the experiments, 8 channels
of data were simultaneously sampled at either 200 kHz or 500 kHz with either 256, 512 or
1024 records of data per channel being taken.
Test Procedure
Initially, flow visualization studies were conducted to determine the upstream
influence and separation line locations so that the pressure transducers could be properly
positioned. A variation of the kerosene-lampblacl_ method was used. In this case, diesel fuel
was added to reduce the volatility of the mixture. This ensured that the surface streak pattern
did not set in its final form until well after steady freestream flow conditions were obtained.
The test runs involved simultaneous measurements under the different flowfield
regions. Due to the eight channel limit, several runs were required to complete some of the
five series of tests. Table 2 summarizes the test runs in terms of analysis type and transducer
locations, where the spatial unit, x, is presented in multiples of _. As seen, transducers were
located at various stations upstream of the fin root from x = -0.5_ to -26.5_ (refer also to Fig
91). For analysis A the reference transducer was held fixed under the incoming undisturbed
flow at station -26.5_ and the remaining seven transducers were positioned downstream of it.
The objective was to relate the undisturbed flow measurements to those at successive
downstream stations, through the interaction to the fin root, by examining the spatial
relationship between fluctuations at the undisturbed flow station and at successive
downstream stations. For analysis B the reference transducer was located at station -16.5_,
for which 2, = 0.9 (intermittency, 2,, is the fraction of the time that the separation shock foot is
upstream of a given point). The objective of the series was to relate the intermittent region
pressure fluctuations to the pressure fluctuations both upstream and downstream of it and to
similarly see the successive spatial development between the intermittent station and the
other two regions. Analysis C is essentially the same as analysis B, except that the reference
transducer was located at station -18.5_ (2,-- 0.5) in order to determine if the results depend
on the reference transducer location. For the third series, analysis D, adjacent pairs of
transducers at 1t spacing were used to study the convection properties through the
interaction. Finally, a single experiment was carded out to simultaneously monitor the
majority of the intermittent region and a local portion under the separated flow at which the
intermittent region and separated flow signals were known to be highly correlated. All runs
were done at sampling frequencies of either 200 kHz or 500 kHz; the number of records per
channel (1 record = 1024 data points) was either 256, 512, or 1024 (see Brusniak (1993) for
complete details). Note that in analysis A, for the measurement at station -0.5_, the upstream
reference transducer was actually at station -25.5_ since only 26 transducer portswere
available; however, the results will only be affected by a slight timing difference since the
undisturbed flow is still being measured exclusively (unlike the separated flow, for which
measurements are a function of location).
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Statistical and Time Series Analysis
Statistical analysis consisted of calculations of the mean, standard deviation, the third
and fourth order moments (i.e., skewness and flatness coefficients), and the amplitude
probability density distribution of each channel, using the entire data array for a given
channel. Time series analysis consisted of cross-correlations, auto correlations, coherence
function, and power spectral density estimates (the definition and details of the calculation of
these quantities can be found in Bendat and Piersol (1986)).
Box-Car Transformation
The wall pressure signals from the intermittent region are characterized by
turbulence in the undisturbed and separated boundary layers, as well as a rise and fall in
pressure when the shock crosses the transducer while moving upstream and downstream.
The purpose of the conditional sampling algorithm (a threshold method) is to separate the
shock wave component of the intermittent wall pressure signal from the superimposed
turbulent components. The intermittent pressure signal is converted into a "box-car" form
consisting of a series of O's and l's in which the O's correspond to times when the shock
wave is downstream of the transducer and l's are when the shock is upstream of the
transducer. The time at which the box-car changes from 0 to 1 is designated the rise time, tr,
since this is the time at which the separation shock foot crosses the pressure transducer while
translating upstream, resulting in the pressure rise across the shock to be registered. A box-
car change in value from 1 to 0 is designated the fall time, tf, which corresponds to the time
at which the shock crosses the transducer while translating downstream, resulting in a fall in
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pressure.Thesetimesareindicatedin Fig 1. Thepercentageof l's in the box-carfile is the
intermittency,_,,of thesignalat the given transducerlocation. The conditional samplingis
not donein real timebut on thedigitized datastoredon the computer. Early versionsof the
methodwereimplementedby Narlo (1986)andlaterrefinedbyDolling andBrusniak(1989).
The latter referenceprovides full details of the method,so only the basic ideas will be
discussed.
B
The threshold algorithm begins by deten_nining Pwo and _Pwo' the mean pressure and
standard deviation of the undisturbed boundary layer component of the signal. Two
thresholds are then defined: T 1 = Pwo + (m)_Pwo' and T 2 = Pwo + (n)t_Pwo- From a
sensitivity analysis in which both m and n were systematically varied, Dolling and Brusniak
(1989) found that physically meaningful and reliable results are obtained for m = 3, n = 6
(i.e., T 1 = Pwo + 3_Pwo' and T 2 = Pwo + 6t_Pwo)" Using these threshold values the algorithm
searches through the data file and determines the rise and fall times associated with each
shock passage. This permits conversion of the signal to the box-car format. (Note. In
application, only the rise and fall times are stored in the computer memory since a string of
O's and l's takes up considerable amounts of memory).
Ensemble Averaging
Tlae purpose of ensemble averaging is to examine what correlation, if any, exists
between separation shock motion and pressure variations under the incoming undisturbed
turbulent boundary layer and under the separated flow region. Four specific shock motion
"events" of interest were the uni-directional shock sweep (in both upstream and downstream
directions) and shock changes of direction (downstream-to-upstream motion and upstream-
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to-downstream motion). At the lowest level, an upstream shock sweep occurs when the
box-car of a given channel changes from 0 to 1 (time tr), and vice versa for a downstream
sweep (time tf). A downstream-to-upstream turn-around occurs when the time interval
between a downstream sweep and the following upstream sweep occurs within a small time
interval, At. An upstream-to-downstream turn-around is defined in a similar way.
The ensemble averaging analysis begins by taking pressure signals sampled
simultaneously in the intermittent region and, for example, the separated flow region,
searching for an "event" (such as an upstream sweep) on the intermittent (or trigger) channel
and examining the signal on the downstream channel at the same time. A "time window" of
variable width is set about the specific event of interest on the intermittent channel so that
information not related to the event is excluded, providing a single ensemble for that
channel. The time axes of both channels are then redefined with respect to the rise time, tr,
which is assigned value x = 0 such that the original timing between channels is retained. The
same window width from the intermittent channel is applied to the separated flow signal,
providing the ensemble for that channel as well. The final step is to take all ensembles of
each respective channel, "align" them about each respective 'r = 0 reference, and average
them to generate the ensemble averaged result for each channel.
Shock Foot History, Xs(t)
A detailed discussion on obtaining the separation shock foot position-time history,
Xs(t), from multi-channel pressure data can be found in Erengil and Dolling (1992) so only a
brief description will be given here.
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Xs(t) is obtained from multi-channel wall pressuremeasurementson centerline,
where the transducersspanthe intermittent region at minimumcenter-to-centerspacing
(Fig 2a,compressionrampillustration,from Erengil andDolling (1992)). The box-carsfrom
each channel can be combinedinto a nestedsequenceasshownin Fig 2b for the caseof
eight intermittent channels.Separatebins are establishedwith boundariesextending from
the downstreamendof agiventransducerto the downstreamendof the adjacenttransducer.
For the presentcasetherearesix bins,with bin number1being the upstream-mostbin, and
therest beingnumberedconsecutively(Fig 2c).
Xs(t) is obtainedfrom thenestedboxcarsby linear interpolationbetweensuccessive
risesor successivefalls. In casesin which a rise is followed by a fall, which corresponds to
an upstream-to-downstream change of direction, the Xs(t) segment between the consecutive
rise and fall is obtained by assuming that the shock foot moves at constant speed to the center
of the next bin, changes direction, and then returns at constant speed to the original bin. The
same process is applied to downstream-to-upstream changes of direction. Between
successively detected rise or fall times there is no information about shock motion due to the
discrete spatial sampling so that frequency decompositions of the Xs(t) history must be
viewed with caution due to this low-pass filtering effect. Velocity histories (Fig 2d) may be
obtained by taking the distance between bins and dividing by the time between consecutive
events (rises, falls).
RSED Technique
In this work events in the fluctuating pressure signals, such as from the incoming
turbulent boundary layer, have been detected using a newly developed techniqued termed
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the RandomSignal Event Detection (RSED) technique. It is a simple algebraic method
which requires two streamwiseseparated,simultaneouslysampledsignals. Both arraysof
dataaresubdividedinto N contiguoussegmentsof typically 100to 200 Its duration. As an
example, the undisturbed flow ensemble averages associated with upstream and downstream
shock foot sweeps (discussed later) are characterized by sharp changes in pressure, where
the signatures contain maximum (high point) and minimum (low point) values. In each
successive array segment the time at which a maximum (or minimum) value occurs in the
upstream-most channel is designated Xl, and the time at which a maximum (or minimum)
value occurs in the other channel (downstream of the first) is designated x 2. The time
difference x 2 - '_1 from each parallel segment is added to a histogram array until all segments
have been searched. For segments which are 100 Its in duration, all x2 - x 1 values will fall
between -100 and +100 Its. The resulting histogram from two essentially undisturbed
turbulent boundary layer signals is shown in Fig 3 for the maximum value case. In this
example the transducers were spaced 3_ apart streamwise. The minimum value case is
almost identical except that the maximum at 7AT is about 28% smaller. As seen, the
distribution is dominated by a large spike centered at 7AT, where AT = 2 Its is the sampling
time interval for this example, and the spike is defined by about five data points. The
bounding values of the spike (where it basically rises above the surrounding "noise" level)
can be understood by considering convection velocities. The maximum convection velocity
for a turbulent structure is essentially U ; the freestream velocity. For a 3_ spacing this
gives a lower bound of 11 Its (5.6 AT) which is used to establish the reference level in the
figure. The upper bound in the distribution, as determined from the reference level, is
between 8 and 9AT, corresponding to convection velocities, Uc, of 0.40U** to 0.63U**
respectively, so that the events of interest (maximum or minimum values in the signals)
< U The most probable events take 14 Itsconvect at velocities in the range 0.40 U < U c ,,,.
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(7AT), correspondingto 0.81Uoo.The standardconvectionvelocity of 0.75Uoo (deduced
from cross-correlations) corresponds to 15 Its (7.5 AT) which falls between 7AT and 8AT in
the histogram, so that the convection velocity is bracketed between these values.
As explained, the Fig. 3 histogram is physically reasonable. An implication of the
result is that only those events in the boundary layer which have a lifespan greater than some
minimum value will be detected. That is, the further apart the transducers are spaced, the
lower the number of events contributing to the spike so that only the most coherent events
will be detected (of more significant interest, these are the events which have a higher
probability of remaining coherent up to when they reach the separation shock foot). This is
analogous to the decay in the maximum cross-correlation coefficient with increasing
streamwise spacing. Now that significant events in the flow (those traveling at 0.75Uoo) can
be detected, a pseudo-boxcar can be created by assigning a value of 1 to the time at which
the event (maximum) is located into the pseudo boxcar.
It can be argued that a maximum or minimum detected in given segment could
possibly not be part of a sharp rise but instead part of a slowly varying signal which has a
duration larger than the segment size. Nevertheless, the current method has been used since
the results thus far are consistent with the flow physics and since the maximum or minimum
detected in a slowly varying segment will likely appear in the noise portion of the histogram.
16
3 Discussion of Results
General FlowjieM Features
Fig 4a shows the mean pressure distribution on centerline upstream of the fin (the
solid line is simply to aid in seeing the variations and is not a least-squares fit to the data).
The spatial dimension, x, is in multiples of _, the minimum center-to-center transducer
spacing, since the wall pressure measurements were all taken at distinct multiples of _ as
seen in Table 2. Physically, it would be most appropriate to normalize x by fin thickness, D,
but the spatial units would then be several digits in length, making it more cumbersome for
following the discussion. However, for reference such a scale is shown underneath the
scale.
The distribution is characterized by the initial increase above the undisturbed level at
about -23.5_ up to a maximum value near -13.5_. The distribution is relatively fiat from
-13.5_ to -9.5_, then decreases rapidly at first (station -8.5_), and then more gradually, until
approximately -3.5_. The pressure rises rapidly near -3.5_; beyond this it is difficult to
resolve the distribution due to this steep gradient. It is probable that the stations at -1.5_ and
-0.5_ bracket a local maximum in the distribution, where the -0.5_ station is on the
decreasing portion. This is supported by the presence of a local maximum in earlier
measurements of Pw(X) distributions (i.e., Fig 2 of Dolling and Bogdonoff (1981,1)).
The initial increase in Pw(X) is due to the increasing fraction of the wall pressure
signal being dominated by the higher pressure levels downstream of the separation shock
foot. The upstream-most extent of the shock foot motion near -23.5_ is referred to as the
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upstreaminfluencelocation (UI), andthedownstream-mostextentof the motion is indicated
in Fig 4a by 'S' at -15.8_,the separationlocationobtainedusingsurface tracer techniques
(fluctuating wall pressuremeasurementsbracketthedownstreamboundarybetween-14.5_
and -15.5_). As describedearlier, the intermittency,y, at a point is the fraction of the time
that the shock foot is upstream of the point and the flow is disturbed. The y= 0.5 location is
indicated in the figure. As seen the data have some scatter. This is due largely to the
difficulties of measuring mean pressures in the 0 to 2 psia range using transducers having a 0
to 15 psia or 0 to 50 psia range. The wide range is necessary to ensure high frequency
response; lower range transducers have more flexible diaphragms with lower natural
frequencies and lower usable frequency range.
Fig 4b shows the standard deviation distribution. It is characterized by an increase
beginning at UI, a maximum at -17.5_, a decrease to a minimum at -13.5_ and an increase to
a plateau region which begins near -10.5_/-9.5_. As was seen in the Pw(X) distribution, a
rapid increase in apw(X ) occurs also near -3.5_, and similarly, a local maximum apparently
exists between the -1.5_ and -0.5_ stations. In contrast with the Pw(X) distribution, the
apw(X) distribution has little scatter since the mean value has been subtracted from the data
for the calculation.
Cross-Correlation Results: Analysis A
The cross-correlation results from analysis A are summarized in Fig 5. Recall that,
for this case, the reference transducer is fixed under the undisturbed turbulent boundary layer
at station -26.5_ and simultaneous measurements are made at successive stations
downstream of it. Seven characteristic cross-correlations are evident, with representative
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resultsbeing shownin the figure. (Note. The ranges over which each cross-correlation is
representative are indicated in the figure; the complete set of figures is presented in Brusniak
(1993)). The most obvious result is that a correlation does exist between the incoming
undisturbed boundary layer flow and both the intermittent and separated flow regions. Each
cross-correlation tends to have one, or both, of two modes: a broad mode due to low
frequency components in the measured signals and a sharp mode due to high frequency
contributions. Curve 1 has only a sharp mode whereas curve 2 has both, the broad mode
having an overall negative Rxy. Curve 3 returns basically to a sharp mode. For the range of
stations represented by curve 4 the sharp mode is always present, whereas the broad mode
(with positive Rxy) is first discernible at about - 11.5_, is most prominent at -9.5_, and decays
to small levels again by -4.5_. Beyond this station the features of the cross-correlations
change rapidly. Curve 5 (-3.5_) has essentially a dual sharp mode with positive and negative
Rxy, followed by curve 6 (-2.5_) which returns to a bimodal shape with negative Rxy and
finally curve 7 (-0.5_), which also is bimodal, but with a broad mode with positive Rxy. By
defining a "transition" point as a location at which the character of the cross-correlation
changes, it is evident that stations -14.5_/-11.5_ and -3.5_ fit this definition, since the former
separates regions of well-defined cross-correlations spanning approximately 6_ to 7_ in
range with the latter at the downstream end of such a region. By regarding curve 6 as
initiating a new region following transition point -3.5_, then an additional transition point
would apparently occur downstream of stadon -1.5_, perhaps between curves 6 and 7 at
about -1.0_ or perhaps at station -0.5_ (curve 7). These transition points are indicated in
Table 3. The broad mode feature of the cross-correlation will be discussed in more depth
later. The existence of a broad mode in the cross-correlation, especially as represented by
curve 4, suggests that a low frequency component must exist in the incoming undisturbed
boundary layer signal. This feature will also be discussed later in the 'Digital Filtering
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Results'section.
It is evident from curves1through5 that the sharpmodealwayshasa positivevalue
of R andpositivetime delayup to station-3.5_. Thedatafrom station-23.5_(curve 1) is
xy
dominated by undisturbedboundary layer flow so that the sharp mode is due to the
downstreamconvectionof turbulenteddiesin the boundarylayer. The time delay of the
maximum correspondsto a convectionvelocity of 0.75Uoo,which agreeswith the typical
broadbandconvectionvelocity for anundisturbedturbulentboundarylayer. The fact that
the sharp modeis presentfrom stations-22.5_ to -3.5_ and that it occursat progressively
later time delay is evidenceof theconvectionof eddiesin the incomingboundarylayer into
theseparatedshearlayer andthroughthe interaction,at leastto station-3.5_. In that sense,
the sharpmodecan thenbeconsideredasa distinct perturbationon thebroad modeportion
of thecross-correlationsothatthesharpandbroadmodescanbeconsideredseparately.
The resultsof timedelaycalculationsusingthe RSEDtechniqueon the samedataset
are indicated in Fig 5 as either "M" (maximum point criterion) or "m" (minimum point
criterion) and they agreewell with thesharpmodepeaks. In addition,Fig 6 showsthe time
delay asa function of locationfrom both the cross-correlationandRSEDresults. The close
agreementin the figure indicatesthat the RSEDtechniqueis capableof tracking events in
the incoming undisturbed flow as they enter and pass through the interaction. One
interestingfeatureis thatafter thestructureshavereachedstation-10.5_,themaximumpoint
resultsare always smaller in value than the minimum point results. This would seemto
indicate an acoustical-type effect in which the maximum point values, which would
generally be at a slightly higherpressurethan the minimum point values,will also have a
correspondinglyhigher temperatureandhence,higherspeedof sound. Becauseof this, the
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maximumpoint valuestravelat aslightly highervelocity.
Cross-Correlation Results: Analysis C
The results from analysis C are summarized in Fig 7. Recall that for this case, the
reference transducer was located at station -18.5_ (the middle of the intermittent region).
Just as for analysis A, analysis C yields seven characteristic cross-correlations,
demonstrating that a correlation does exist between the intermittent region and the incoming
undisturbed flow (already seen in analysis A) and between the intermittent and the separated
flow regions. The curves are primarily bimodal in character, having a broad and sharp mode.
Curve 1 has a positive valued sharp mode and a broad negative mode; this curve is
fundamentally the same as the result already shown as curve 2 in Fig 5 except that now the
intermittent region station is the reference station, the timing is reversed. Curve 2 of Fig 7 is
also bimodal, but now with a positive valued broad mode. Curve 3 has characteristics of
both curve 2 and curve 4, where curve 4 is of negative valued broad mode. The cross-
correlation character changes again between stations -4.5_ and -3.5_ (see curve 5) with only
a broad mode apparent, and then changes again for stations -2.5_ and -1.5_ (curve 6) as a
positive valued broad mode and changes once more at station -0.5_ (curve 7) where it
becomes a negative valued broad mode. Station -14.5_ (curve 3) is clearly a transition point
and station -4.0_ (curve 6) is apparently another. Because of the change in character from
station -1.5_ to -0.5_ (curves 6 to 7), station -1.0_ is the approximate location of a third
transition point. These stations are indicated in Table 3. The R maximum value for the
xy
broad mode as a function of location is shown in Fig 8. As seen, the transition points
correspond to the locations at which the cross-correlation coefficient changes sign and are as
such related to the low frequency (i.e., broad mode) component in the data.
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The sharpmodeis distinguishableup to station-11.59 asa distortion on the broad
modein the intermittent regionresultsandapparentlycontinuesto beevident asadistortion
on the broadmodeup to approximately-4.5_. TheRSEDresultstend to agreewith this (see
arrows,curve 4). In Fig 5 thesharpmode(dueto turbulentboundarylayer convection)was
clearly distinguishablefor a larger distancesince the referencestationsignal measuresthe
undisturbedincoming flow exclusively so that the structuresaremore readily tracked. The
convectivefeature is still evident from analysisC, especiallyfor stations -26.59 to -16.5_
where the sharp mode occurs as a distortion in the broad mode. It appears first for '_ < 0 (e.g.,
station -21.59, curve 2) and then the distortion progressively appears at increasing values of
't, appearing at time '_ > 0 for stations downstream of the reference transducer. The sharp
mode then is attributed to the convection of turbulent structures. The sharp mode is not
always of positive value (see curve 4) as was the case in Fig 5. Since the sharp mode tends
to have a weaker correlation then it would be significantly affected by the strong broad
mode. Albeit, the timing of the sharp mode agrees with the RSED calculations. In light of
these results the sharp mode is again seen to be a distinct perturbation on the broad mode.
Analysis B produced essentially the same results as analysis C. The transition points are
shown in Table 3.
Cross-Correlation Results: Analysis D
The results from the last cross-correlation analysis, analysis D, for which adjacent
pairs of transducers at 1_ spacing were positioned throughout the centerline flowfield, are
summarized in Fig 9. There are apparently only four basic types of cross-correlations
(curves 1, 2, 5, and 7) but subtle features of the broad mode necessitate showing seven cases.
Curve 1 is from undisturbed flow and has a single sharp mode associated with eddy
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convection. Curve2 is dominatedby a broadmode;a sharpmodeis only weakly visible, in
somecasesas a perturbation, similar to what occurred in analysis C. The sharp mode
becomesevidentoncemorein curves3 and4 (strongestat station-13.0_,curve3, weakestat
station -9.0_, curve 4). In curve 5, from station -4.0_, the broad mode has essentially
disappeared.Curve 6 hasa broad modein addition to a sharpmode,and curve 7 has two
sharpmodesof positiveandnegativevalue. In curves3 through5 the sharpmodeis seento
consistof a strongprimary modeaccompaniedby smallersidelobesat positive andnegative
time delay. Thesesidelobesareonly weakly presentin curve 2 anddecayrapidly in curve
6, beingundetectablein curve 7. In mostof thesecasesthesharpmodeagainappearsasa
distinctperturbationon thebroadmode.
The broad mode undergoessomeobvious and somesubtle changesthrough the
interaction. It is dominantfor stations-22.0_to -16.0_,beyondwhich its width decreasesin
extent,attainingminimumwidth at station-13.0_ (curve3). Then, the width increasesto a
maximumvalue againat station -9.0_ (curve4), andthendecreasesonce more in size and
magnitudeuntil it is almostindiscernibleat station-4.0_ (curve5). It rapidly increasesagain
in width and magnitudeat station -3.0_ (curve6) and apparentlybecomesweakly negative
for station-1.0_ (curve7). The rapid variationsin cross-correlationshapesat the latter two
stationsclassify themas being transitionpoints. Becauseof the trendsobservedat stations
-13.0_and-9.0_ thesetwo stationswill alsobedesignatedastransitionpoints. Thesepoints
are listed in Table3. It is seennow thatthe sharpmodeis strongat station-13.0_andweak
at station-9.0_becausethebroadmodeis smallestandlargestat the respectivestationsand
causeseitheranaccentuationor maskingeffect.
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Ensemble Average Results
The ensemble average results from analysis C, Fig 10, show seven characteristic
pressure signatures associated with upstream and downstream shock foot sweeps. The solid
horizontal lines in the figure are the mean pressure levels of the entire signal at the given
stations and will be referred to later. For the upstream sweep case, the incoming undisturbed
flow result is characterized by an "S" shaped signature of small amplitude and short duration,
as seen in curve 1(u) just to the left of'_ = 0. Ensemble averages from the intermittent region
(curve 2(u)) have a low level corresponding to undisturbed flow followed by a rapid rise to
higher levels due to passage of the shock foot over the pressure transducer. Although this
broad signature dwarfs the undisturbed flow signature, the latter is still evident (around x =
0). The character of the ensemble averages changes rapidly at station -14.5_ to the peaked
signature shown in curve 3(u). The peaked character is strongest at this station; proceeding
downstream the rising portion to the immediate left of the peak increases in level such that
the peak becomes no longer discernible by about station -11.5_. From here to station -4.5_
the ensemble averages are characterized by a broad drop in pressure levels (curve 4(u)).
Station -3.5_ (curve 5(u)), which is characterized by a low level and then a rise in pressure,
is apparently the beginning of a change in character from falling levels (curve 4(u)) to the
broad rising pressure characteristic of the station immediately downstream of it (station
-2.5_, curve 6(u)). There is a change in character once more between stations -1.5_ and
-0.5_ to one of a broad falling pressure (curve 7(u)). This change likely occurs between
these two stations since no "combination" of trends is evident. As Such, stations -1.0_ and
-4.0_ are designated as transition pointsl Station -14.5_ is also so designated since it is the
station at which its peak is first clear. These points are indicated in Table 3.
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The sharpsignature,'S', seenin curve l(u) is alsoevidentin curve 2(u), but, asseen,
is dwarfed by the large pressureincreasesacrossthe shock foot. Its passagethroughthe
interactionis still evidentin curves3(u) and4(u)asasmallperturbationjust to theright of '_
= 0 but is difficult to discern due to the presence of other similar perturbations in the
ensemble averages. The RSED results indicate where the peaks corresponding to boundary
layer convective phenomenon should occur. As such, they help in discerning which of the
sharp variations in the ensemble averages are associated with boundary layer convection and
which are not.
For the downstream sweep case the above discussion holds analogously. The primary
difference is that the results, for the most part, are mirror-images about x = 0 of the upstream
sweep results: The curve l(d) sharp signature is now a "backward S" shape, the curve 2(d)
signature is a broad fall in pressure as the shock foot crosses to downstream of the pressure
transducer, in curve 3(d) the pressure levels to the left of the peak now fall and instead the
pressure levels to the right of the peak increase in level; the broad changes in curves 4(d),
6(d), and 7(d) are now opposite in nature to the upstream sweep case; curve 5(d) is
apparently just downstream of a transition point.
One curious observation is the following: for the case shown in Fig 10, the upstream
and downstream sweep ensemble averages all correspond to the same event triggering
location. That is, the ensemble averaging is always done when the shock foot is at the same
station, irrespective of direction of motion. With this in mind, then, why are curves 3(u) and
3(d), for example, not the same (the peaks occur on opposite sides ofx = 0)? In particular, if
the shock foot is at the same location when ensemble averaging is done, why are the
ensemble average results different? This question will be re-addressed later in the
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'Additional EnsembleAverageResults'discussionof section4.
The analysisB resultsareessentiallythe sameas for analysisC, and the transition
pointsareincludedin Table3.
Digital Filtering Results
Earlier, in the 'Cross-Correlation Results: Analysis A' section, the issue of a low
frequency component existing in the incoming undisturbed boundary layer signal arose. In
this section this issue is addressed by lowpass and highpass filtering of the digital data using
an FIR non-recursive filter. In the analysis (presented in Brusniak (1993)), filter cutoff
frequencies of 4, 6, 10, 20 and 30 kHz were used and were based upon the shape of the
power spectrum at the -10.5_ station. The highest value used was 30 kHz since the analog
filters used during data acquisition were set at a lowpass cutoff of 50 kHz.
As discussed in the analysis A section, the broad mode at station -9.5_ (Fig 5, curve
4) implies the existence of a low frequency component in the undisturbed flow signal. The
idea behind digital filtering is that, by applying a highpass filter to the undisturbed flow
signal, only frequencies in that signal greater than the digital filter cutoff frequency, f,
would be retained and, for an appropriate cutoff value, the broad mode in the the cross-
correlation would be suppressed. As a complement to this highpass filter analysis, a lowpass
analysis was also performed (only frequencies less than the digital filter cutoff would be
retained) with the expectation that the sharp mode would eventually be suppressed.
The unfiltered cross-correlation from station -10.5_ (almost identical to the station
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-9.5_ result) is shownin Fig 1 la, and the result from the highpass analysis is shown in Fig
I lb. In the analysis fc was set first at the smallest value (4 kHz) and sequentially increased
in order to retain most of the whole range of frequencies in the signal at first, and to see the
gradual change in the cross-correlation from the unfiltered case. At the first setting, fc = 4
kHz, an abrupt removal of the broad mode from the cross-correlation occurred (Fig 1 lb).
This result remained basically unchanged for values of f up to and including 10 kHz,
beyond which the magnitude of the cross-correlation was suppressed. In the lowpass
analysis case, for which f was first set to the highest value (again, to see the gradual effect),
the effect on the sharp mode was gradual. As fc was successively set to lower values the
sharp mode became increasingly suppressed until at 4 kHz (Fig 1 lc) it is evident only as a
minor distortion from around x = 0 to 0.2 ms in the cross-correlation.
This digital filtering analysis was repeated but now for the ensemble average results
(i.e., the same f values were used) and was done by filtering the entire undisturbed flow data
string before ensemble averaging. The goal of this analysis was to determine if a low
frequency (broad signature) exists which correlates with separation shock motion.
The lowpass filter result is shown in Fig 12. As was done in the preceding cross-
correlation analysis, f values were set first to the highest value and sequentially decreased.
The effect was that the sharp signature'S' in the upstream sweep ensemble average (solid
line, Fig i2a) was gradually suppressed and then suddenly disappeared completely for fc =
10 kHz, leaving an ensemble average characterized by a broad dip in pressure values (solid
line, Fig 12b) at just around 'c = -0.1 ms. The dip is small, but certainly physical, since its
shape reverses for a change in shock direction of motion (see Fig 12e discussion, below).
This low frequency signature is suppressed in magnitude with further decreases in f, but
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remainsclear. For the downstreamsweepcase,just asfor the upstreamsweep case, as fc
was increased the sharp 'backward S' signature (Fig 12d) was increasingly suppressed. In
this case, at f = 10 kHz, the ensemble average is characterized by a broad hump in pressure
values. This low frequency signature also becomes increasingly suppressed for further
decreases in fc' but from the sequence shown in the figure it is still evident. There is not as
obvious an abrupt change in character when fc is decreased from 20 to 10 kHz for the
downstream sweep case as occurred in the upstream sweep case. This occurs since the low
frequency hump (downstream sweep case, Fig !2e) is similar in shape to the unfiltered case
(a "sharp hump", Fig 12d), whereas for the upstream sweep, it is easy to contrast the
unfiltered sharp signature (Fig 12a) with the resultant low frequency signature dip of Fig 12b
(i.e., opposite characters). For f = 4 kHz, there is a gradual decreasing level for the
upstream sweep case and, more so, of a gradual increasing level for the downstream sweep
case from -0.4 to 0.4 ms (Figs 12c, 120. A similar small effect was observed in the
compression ramp experiments of McClure (1992) where the undisturbed flow
measurements were made in the flow using a fluctuating pressure pitot probe. It was
observed that a gradual decrease in pitot pressure occurred during shock upstream sweeps
and that an increase in pressure occurred during downstream sweeps. The total change
(increase or decrease) was typically 25% of the fluctuating pitot pressure standard deviation
and spanned at least 1 ms in time. For the present results the changes in pressure are less
than roughly 8% of the wall pressure standard deviation value, but they also span at least 1
ms in time.
In summary, a low frequency component in the undisturbed flow signal is responsible
for the broad mode of the station -9.5_ cross-correlation of analysis A (curve 4, Fig 5). This
component is of frequency or frequencies less than 4 kHz. From the ensemble average
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resultsit is seenthat low frequency(broad)pressuresignaturesexist which correlatewith
shockmotionandarea functionof shockdirectionof motion.
4 Interpretation of Mean Pressure and Standard Deviation Distributions, Ensemble
Averages, and Cross-Correlations
As was discussed in the Introduction, it is necessary to understand the global
flowfield behavior in order to explain local (point) measurements and the behavior of the
two-point correlations and ensemble averages. A global flowfield representation which
attempts to synthesize the mean pressure and standard deviation distributions, and is able to
show that the ensemble averages and cross-correlations are the result of a single global effect
will be presented in this section.
Global Flowfield Property (P i) Hypothesis
The mean wall pressure distribution in Fig 4a gives a zeroth-order global description
of the centerline pressure field. It is characterized by a rise to a local maximum value
followed by a gradual decrease and then a rapid rise in value near the fin root. This
description, however, does not account for the unsteady aspect of the flowfield. A global
description which provides a first order inclusion of the unsteadiness is the ensemble average
pressure distribution at time x = 0. This time corresponds to the separation shock foot being
located directly over the given intermittent region pressure transducer and therefore provides
the ensemble averaged pressure distribution for the shock foot "fixed" at a given station; this
distribution can be obtained for shock motion in the upstream and downstream directions.
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The ensembleaveragedwall pressuredistribution(PEA(X))for the upstreamsweep
casewith the shock foot fixed at the downstreamend of the intermittent region (y = 0.9,
station-16.5_)is shownin Fig 13. Both sweepcasesprovide basically the sameresult (for
clarity only theupstreamsweepresult is shown)andessentiallyresemblethemeanpressure
distribution of Fig 4a,except that the initial pressurerise beginsat the shockfoot location,
station -16.5_. Datascatteris likewise a problemhere,as in Fig 4a. The ensembleaverage
wall pressuredistributionfor the shockfoot fixed at an intermittency of 0.5 (station -18.5_)
is also shownin thefigure andis alsosimilar inshapeto themeanwall pressuredistribution.
The differenceis that the0.5 intermittency distributionhasbeen"stretched"further and the
pressurelevelsarelower ("flatter").
Fig 13 illustratesthat, althougha distortionof the PEA(X)distributionsoccursfor the
two shock foot fixed cases,the distributionsareessentiallysimilar and resemblethe mean
wall pressuredistribution. Theseresultslead to the hypothesisthat the local wall pressure
(point) measurementsand correlations are due to the effectsof the global property of an
"instantaneous" wall pressure distribution, Pi' corresponding to any given PEA(X)
distribution, the upstream end of which translates aperiodically and undergoes a stretching
and flattening effect which is a function of where the shock foot is located in the intermittent
region. Therefore, local pressure variations measured at a given point will be due largely to
the range of pressures associated with a local segment of the P. distribution which likewise
t
translates aperiodically over the measurement point.
Pressure Standard Deviation Estimation From P.
l
If the Pi model is correct, then it should be possible to predict properties such as the
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wall pressurestandarddeviation distribution. Consider a specific point on centerline
downstreamof the shockfoot: asthe shockfoot translatesbackand forth, locally the wall
pressurewill increaseand decrease,the magnitudedependingon the local segmentof Pi"
Now, _pw(X) is essentially a measure of the square root of the sum of the squares of the
difference between each data point and the mean value; for a single data point it is basically
the absolute value of the difference. In light of this, a measure of t_pw(X) can be obtained by
calculating the absolute value of the pressure change at each station, IAPI, which occurs
when the shock foot (the leading edge of Pi ) changes from one end of the intermittent region
to the other. The result of changing from a y value of 0.9 to 0.5 (or 0.5 to 0.9) is shown in Fig
14, where the solid line has been sketched as an aid to the eye. As seen, maximum values
occur at about stations -16.5_, -9.5_ and near -1.0_, and minimum values occur at about
station -13.5_ and near -6.5_, in close agreement with the maxima and minima in the original
_pw(X) distribution which is also shown in the figure. As in Fig 4b, little scatter is seen in the
IAPI data. If additional runs had been available with the reference transducer at a station at
which y is small, then the IAPI distribution would fill out overall.
As seen, the IAPI distribution overpredicted the local Opw(X) measurements from
about -17.5_ to -14.5_. The reason for this is that the shock foot by definition spends 50% of
the time upstream (or downstream) of the 7 = 0.5 station, whereas it only spends 10% of the
time downstream of the 7 = 0.9 station; consequently, the calculated IAPI values will only
appear for 10% of the time in the -17.5_ to -14.5_ station signals so that the IAPt values are
actually being overestimated (an alternative would be to use Pi distributions from 7 values
which encompass most of the shock foot motion, such as for 7 values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8).
The underprediction for stations -13.5_ to -1.5_ is likely due to a decreasing correlation
between the upstream end of Pi and the downstream part of Pi (i.e., disturbances associated
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with shock foot motion will be strongest near the shock, but weaker further away from the
shock). If a series of Pi distributions spanning 'S' to UI were available, then the shock foot
intermittency distribution could be used in order to increase the accuracy of the Crpw(X )
estimation. This simple result provides the first evidence in support of the Pi model.
Ensemble Averages in terms of P i
Table 4 summarizes the ensemble ayerage and cross-correlation results using
miniatures from Figs 5, 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Each row, labeled (a) through (e) corresponds to
the specified analysis set. Since there are basically seven distinct curves from each analysis
set, they are indicated by the "curve numbers" at the top of Table 4. For this discussion only
the ensemble average results in rows (a) and (b) will be addressed. (Note. The upstream and
downstream sweep cases are distinguished by either a "(u)" or "(d)", respectively, affixed to
the end of the curve number. Also, the curve 1 results in rows (a) and (b) show the three
characteristic pressure signatures found from the digital filtering analysis results of Fig 12,
and are distinguished as being of character i, ii, or iii, with the appropriate "(u)" or "(d)"
notation).
From the Pi model, the ensemble average sweep signatures should correspond to
motion of local segments of Pi" Consider the upstream sweep case first (Table 4, row (a)).
As seen in the curve 2(u) ensemble average, as the shock foot moves upstream over a given
point the pressure increases from its undisturbed value. Now, when the front end of P.
, t
translates upstream, the pressure at a point on the surface just ahead of the upstream edge of
Pi will initially see an undisturbed level, followed by an increase, just as in the ensemble
average result. Next, ensemble average curve 3(u) has a peak which is characteristically
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evident in the region -14.5_to -11.5_. For a point in this region, asPi moves upstream, the
local maximum in Pi will cause the pressure at the point to increase, then decrease, just as in
the ensemble average. The peak is less pronounced in this figure than for the analysis B
results (not shown) due probably to the stretching and flattening effect. By continuing this
analysis approach, it is clear that Pi will produce decreasing pressure levels in curve 4(u),
increasing levels as in curve 6(u), and decreasing levels as in curve 7(u). These last two
features again imply that a secondary maximum in Pw(X) exists near the fin root, but the most
striking evidence of this is the fact that, in addition to the overall broad increase in pressure
in curve 6(u), a local peak in curve 6(u) which would be indicative of this local maximum is
clearly visible, analogous to the peak in curve 3(u). (Note also from the PEA(X) distributions
(Fig 13, inset) that as the shock foot position is changed from the 0.9 intermittency to the 0.5
intermittency location, the pressure value at station -1.5_ increases and the pressure value at
station -0.5_ decreases. This is entirely consistent with the prediction that a local maximum
exists in the Pw(x) distribution between these stations). In addition, the curve 6(u) results
suggests that this local peak is part of an overall increasing level (see Pi sketch at top of Fig
16). The transition point figure, curve 5(u), is of small magnitude and has the beginnings of
characteristics of curve 6(u) and is indicative of the passage of a local minimum in Pi"
For the downstream sweep case the above discussion holds analogously. In
particular, for a point between stations -21.5_ and -15.5_, as Pi shifts downstream a
decreasing pressure level leveling off at the undisturbed level will be recorded, just as seen
in the ensemble average result, curve 2(d) of row (b). The relationship between Pi and the
remaining downstream sweep curves agree as well. Curve 5(d), which is of small
magnitude, does not quite show a minimum in Pi' but this is likely due to weak competing
influences of the curve 4 and curve 6 pressure variations. However, its small magnitude of
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variation, compared to the magnitudeof the pressuredecreaseat the -2.5_ station just
downstreamof it, agreeswith its beingalocal minimum.
By considering the Dolling and Brusniak (1991) ensemble averages "pulses" in light
of these results it is clear that the source of the pulses are the result of a Pi distribution. For a
downstream-to-upstream shock foot motion the peak in the separated region ensemble
averages occurs since, as the shock foot moves downstream the separated region transducers
detect the falling portion of Pi (downstream of its peak) so that the measured pressure
increases with time; then; as the shock foot changes direction (to upstream), the measured
pressure decreases, giving the peak "pulse" result. The minimum occurs for upstream-to-
downstream changes of direction since, as the shock foot moves upstream, the separated
region transducers measure falling levels, followed by increasing levels as the shock foot
changes direction of motion. The "pulses" therefore are not convective phenomena. The
upstream "pulse" convection suggested by Dolling and Brusniak (1991) can now be
interpreted correctly to mean that pressures induced by the vortex motion (and the resultant
changes in measured pressure) precede changes in direction of the separation shock foot
(i.e., that the separated flow is responsible for the shock foot unsteadiness).
Additional Ensemble Average Results
Before addressing the cross-correlation results, it is helpful to clarify the relationship
between the ensemble average signatures and the physical character of the source of these
signatures. As was just described, the ensemble averages from downstream of the shock foot
can be related to P.. For the undisturbed flow region upstream of the shock foot no single
global model analogous to Pi is available for explaining the character of the undisturbed flow
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ensembleaverages.However,thesesignaturescan at leastbedocumentedaslocal, distinct
segmentswhichconvectpastagivenpoint to give curves1,rows(a) and(b), of Table4.
For the caseof shockupstreamsweep(row (a), curve 1-i(u) of Table 4) as x (time)
increases in the positive direction the wall pressure signature first decreases, then increases
sharply, and finally drops to the original mean level. The type of convecting pressure
signature which would give this type of pressure-time history would be a mirror image of this
ensemble average result, just as the downstream sweep Pi result is the mirror image of the
upstream sweep result. The reason for this is that the time axis on the ensemble averages is
always directed from left to right, however, Pi can translate either upstream or downstream,
giving opposite results (only the upstream motion results resemble the pressure-time
histories). Similarly, then, since the undisturbed flow ensemble averages are the result of
pressure signatures convecting in the downstream direction only, the results will be
essentially similar to the Pi downstream sweep motion case. In light of this discussion, Fig
15 shows the physical characteristics of the signature segments convecting into the
interaction which would give the ensemble average results shown in Fig 12. That is, for a
pressure transducer located downstream of the "convecting signature shape" in Fig 15, as the
signature convects past the transducer it will cause the pressure variation shown in the
ensemble averages.
One important issue is the relation between shock motion and pressure variations
upstream and downstream of the shock foot. In Dolling and Smith (1989) the inviscid shock
velocity magnitude (W) relation to the pressure ratio (P2/P1) across the oblique shock wave
was presented to estimate fluctuations in W due to the fluctuations in pressure (t_pw) both
upstream and downstream of the separation shock foot. From this relation, where W =
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f(P2/PI), asP2/P1increases,W increasesandtheshockmovesupstream(since(W - Uo,) >
0); asP2/P1decreases,W decreasesandtheshockmovesdownstream(since(W - Uo.) < 0).
First considerthe effects of P1 on shockmotion (i.e., assumeP2 to be constant). If the
incoming undisturbedflow region is going to causethe shock foot to moveupstream,then
the value P1 aheadof the shockmust decreasewith time; it must increasewith time for
downstreammotion to occur. From Fig 15 it is clear that curves 1-ii(u) and 1-iii(u) of the
upstreamsweepensembleaveragecase(row (a) of Table 4) would'be conduciveto causing
upstreammotion of the separationshock. From the downstreamsweepensembleaverages,
curves1-ii(d) and1-iii(d) (row (b), Table4) areconduciveto downstreamshockmotion.
Becauseof the smallmagnitudeof thefluctuationsin the in'comingundisturbedflow,
curves1-i(u), 1-i(d), 1-ii(u) and 1-ii(d) of Table4 would undoubtedlyproducesmallchanges
in W (AW) andappearasa "jitter-type" motion asdiscussedby Erengil andDolling (1992).
However, sincedisplacementsin shock foot position are the time integral of the velocity
differenceof W and Uoo(Ax = f(W - Uoo)dt), then small differencesintegratedover a long
time period (assuggestedby the long durationchangein pressurein curves1-iii(u) and 1-
iii(d)) couldpossiblybemanifestedaslow frequencymotion of theseparationshockfoot.
In the 'EnsembleAverage Results' discussion section, the question as to why the
peaks in the ensemble averages of curves 3(u) and 3(d) of Fig 10 occur on opposite sides of x
= 0, can now be answered. In the upstream sweep case, the maximum occurs at time "c < 0.
This means that, as the shock foot translates in the upstream direction, the maximum in P.
t
crosses the separated region transducer before the shock foot crosses the event trigger
transducer in the intermittent region. Consequently, at time x = 0 the separated region
transducer is sensing the downstream end of the Pi maximum (see Fig 16). Next, for the
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downstream sweep case, when the shock foot is initially moving in the downstream direction
(i.e., time x < 0), the Pi maximum is already upstream of the separated region transducer.
Thus, when the shock just crosses over the intermittent region trigger transducer, time x = 0,
the separated region transducer is again measuring the downstream end of the Pi maximum.
Only after the shock foot has passed downstream of the trigger transducer (i.e., time x > 0) is
the presence of the Pi maximum detected at the separated region station. Consequently, the
Pi peak occurs at time I: > 0 (Fig 16).
Cross-Correlations in terms of P i
Before considering the detailed cross-correlation results it will be helpful to discuss
some qualitative features of cross-correlation calculations. First, several model signals are
given in Fig 17. Included are signals characterized by rising levels (R), falling levels (F), a
rising-falling or peak (P) signal, and a falling-rising or trough (T) signal. When standard
cross-correlations are calculated they are for zero-mean signals (or ones for which the mean
level has been subtracted); the model signals account for this so that levels above the mean
have a positive ("+") value and levels below the mean have a negative ("-") value, as shown
in the figure. For the model signals the maximum cross-correlation value occurs for zero
time delay. As seen, when the maximum cross-correlation value is calculated for the rise-
rise (R-R) combination, the integral will be of an integrand which is always positive (for x
not equal to 0) since, for time '_ < 0 both signals are negative and for x > 0 both signals are
positive; the cross-correlation maximum will be of positive value, as suggested in the figure.
The same result is obtained for F-F, P-P and T-T combinations. Along similar lines, it is
clear that R-F, F-R, P-T and T-P combinations will result in a negative maximum cross-
correlation value. Of course, the overall shape of the entire cross-correlation for any of the
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abovemodel combinationscan differ, but herethe maximum value is what is of interest.
With these qualitative cross-correlation relationships in mind, the detailed cross-correlation
results can now be related to the ensemble average characteristic signatures, which in turn
stem from Pi"
Analysis A Discussion
The analysis A cross-correlation results are summarized in row (c) of Table 4.
Consider first the non-transition point regions from the ensemble average results (rows (a)
and (b), curves 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7). As seen, the ensemble averages are generally of a broad
signature type with superimposed sharp mode variations; the broad mode results will be
addressed first. Cross-correlation curve 2 (row (c)), between the incoming undisturbed flow
and an intermittent region station, is characterized by a broad mode of overall negative
value. From the qualitative models this would suggest a F-R or a R-F relationship between
the two regions. From the curve 2(u) upstream sweep ensemble average results the
intermittent region is characterized by a R-type signature and the incoming flow signature
1-iii(u) is apparently an F-type signature, in agreement with the qualitative expected
relationship (F-R). For downstream sweeps the F-type behavior in the intermittent region
and the R-type behavior in the incoming flow likewise agree (R-F). The fact that the
relationship suggested by the cross-correlation can be seen in the ensemble averages adds
validity tO the existence of the subtle broad mode measured at the surface under the
incoming undisturbed flow (curves 1-iii(u) and 1-iii(d) of rows (a) and (b)). Next, cross-
correlation curve 4 has a broad mode of overall positive value. This suggests that like-
behavior occurs in both signals (R-R and/or F-F). This is indeed the case: both the incoming
and separated region upstream sweep ensemble average signatures (curves 1 and 4) are of
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F-type; both areof R-type for the downstream sweep case. Continuing this approach, it is
seen that the F-R (upstream sweep)and R-F (downstream sweep) combinations lead to the
overall negative character in cross-correlation curve 6 and that the F-F (upstream sweep) and
R-R (downstream sweep) combinations in the ensemble averages lead to the overall positive
character in cross-correlation curve 7. As seen, the curves 6 and 7 cross-correlation broad
modes are more complex in overall shape than the already discussed cases; the variations
may be more closely related to the 1-i(u)/1-i(d) or 1-ii(u)/1-ii(d) characteristic signatures
correlating with the local maximum in Pi near the fin root. The important point is that the
overall maximum values in the cross-correlations agree with the qualitative models. The
transition point in cross-correlation curve 3 has no broad mode since locally _pw(X) is at a
minimum so that the broad mode contribution to the overall Cpw(X ) value is at a minimum
(locally, the flattened portion of Pi is translating over this region, resulting in the Crpw(X )
minimum values); the transition point in cross-correlation curve 5 has a positive maximum
and a negative maximum, suggesting that the station -3.5_ data contains information from
the stations just upstream and just downstream of it, similar to what was seen in the curve 5
ensemble averages.
In cross-correlation curves 1 through 4 (row (c)) the sharp mode always has a
positive valued maximum. This can be attributed to the convection of a given signature
shape through the interaction such that the same signal signature shape is detected at
successive downstream stations (see curves 1-i(u) and 1-i(d) and the sharp signatures in the
curves 2 and 3 ensemble averages resulting in a P-P or T-T behavior). It is not clear if this
behavior persists beyond station -4.5_ (this station might represent the downstream end of
the primary horseshoe vortex so that the reversed flow may possibly not occur beyond this
location). However, the RSED result suggests the possible presence of this effect. For the
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transitionpoint of cross-correlation curve 3 only the sharp mode is present. Again, this is
probably due to the fact that this station is at a local minimum in the Crpw(X) distribution
indicating that the broad mode fluctuations are also at a local minimum so that only the sharp
mode is evident.
Analysis C Discussion
For the cross-correlation results of analysis C (row (d) of Table 4) the discussion
follows essentially the same lines as for analysis A, starting with the broad modes of the
non-transition points. Cross-correlation curve 1 of analysis C is the opposite of curve 2 of
analysis A since for the latter the undisturbed flow transducer was the reference and since for
the former the downstream transducer was the reference. The same ensemble average
relationship between the measurement stations (R-F, F-R) of course holds for this analysis C
result as discussed for analysis A. For cross-correlation curves 2 and 6 (row (d)), the positive
maxima occur since the ensemble averages are of a R-R or F-F nature. Further, the negative
maxima of cross-correlation curves 4 and 7 can be related to the R-F/F-R behavior in the
curves 2 and 4, and curves 2 and 7 ensemble averages. Curves 6 and 7 are also of a more
complicated nature, as in analysis A.
The sharp mode behavior in analysis C arises in the same way as discussed above for
analysis A. It is evident in curves 1 through 4 of row (d) (weakly in 2) but is not as well
defined as before. This is probably due to the fact that for analysis A the upstream
transducer predominantly detects sharp mode fluctuations which, for case C, are dominated
in magnitude by the broad mode. The sharp mode existence in curves 5 through 7 is again
unclear; the RSED calculations suggest their possible occurrence.
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The transition point indicated by cross-correlation curve 3 (row (d)) has
characteristicssimilar to thoseof curves2 and4. The flattenedportion for time x > 0 is the
beginning of a rapid transition to the shape in curve 4 (see Brusniak (1993) for full details).
Also, curve 5 is similar to curve 6, suggesting the presence of the signal from the curve 6
region.
The trends in the cross-correlations of Dolling and Brusniak (1991) are the same as
the cross-correlations presented here for analysis C. As such, the same conclusions will
probably apply to the Dolling and Brusniak (1991) results. The strong cross-correlation and
coherence results between the intermittent channel and the channel located at the second
local maximum in the t_pw(X ) distribution are seen to be due to large broad mode
contributions from Pi to the signals measured at the respective stations since Cpw(X) is
maximum at the latter station (this also explains why the separated region channel had a low
frequency contribution in the power spectrum in the same frequency range as the intermittent
region spectra: both stations were located under portions of Pi for which OPi/Ox was
maximum). The cross-correlations were weak for the separated flow channel located further
upstream since this is where t_pw(X ) is smallest and where the local segment of Pi tends to be
flat.
Analysis D Discussion
For analysis D, row (e) of Table 4, all stations were at a 1t separation distance so that
the expectation is that all cross-correlations would be positive valued, since the signals are
very similar for both stations (R-R, F-F, P-P, T-T behavior), the exception of course being
when the two stations are in regions for which the two signals are dissimilar. From Table 4,
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row (e), it is seenthatall of thecross-correlationcurvesexcept curve7 areentirely positive
valued. Curve 1 givesa standardcross-correlationfor theundisturbedflow componentand
hasonly a sharpmode. In curve2 thebroadmodedominatessuchthat the sharpmodecan
barely be detected.For curve 3, apw(X) hasreacheda local minimum; becauseof this the
broadmodewidth is also aminimum, asdiscussedin anearlier section,and thesharpmode
standsoutclearly. For curve 4, Cpw(X) is at a local maximum so that the broad mode
variationsare now at a local maximumandthe broadmodewidth is also a local maximum.
The_pw(X)distributionis againneara local minimumfor thecurve 5 result to thepoint that
thebroadmodeis essentiallyabsent(theend of thePi curve near station -4.5_ is apparently
flat so that broad mode variations will be small). A broad mode dominates again for curve 6.
A sharp mode apparently still exists in curve 6. The positive/negative valued character of
curve 7 is likely due to the R-F and F-R behavior in the ensemble averages as well as a R-R
and F-F behavior still likely due to the close spacing between transducers.
Additional Remarks
By referring to Table 3 and Fig 8 it is nowclear that the transition points from cross-
correlation analyses B and C correspond to the stations centered near -14.0_, -4.0_ and -1.0_,
for which the cross-correlation coefficient changes sign and also for which the ensemble
averages record the passage of a local maximum or minimum in Pi" The analysis D cross-
correlation transition points are also related to the passage of the local maxima and rrfinima
in Pi' where the station -9.0_ transition point was seen to be due to the low frequency
fluctuations contributing to the local maximum in (rpw(X). The transition points from
analysis A are the same as all the other cases, whereas the source of the correlations is not
due exclusively to the presence of Pi"
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S Validation of Flowfield Model Through Prediction of Shock Foot Motion
From the preceding section it was seen that the ensemble averages had essentially
both a broad and a sharp signature; similarly, the cross-correlations had typically a broad
mode and a sharp mode. The sharp signature of the ensemble average and sharp mode of the
cross-correlation were attributed to the convection of the initially undisturbed incoming
turbulent boundary layer through the interaction. From the ensemble average wall pressure
distributions at x = 0 the hypothesis that a "self-similar" pressure distribution, Pi' was
responsible for the measured flowfield properties downstream of UI was proposed and
investigated. From the model the t_pw(X) shape was predicted accurately, the ensemble
averages were related logically to local segments of Pi' and the cross-correlations were
explained as being ultimately due to Pi in terms of qualitative cross-correlation models. The
Pi model agreed well with the broad signatures of the ensemble averages and broad modes of
the cross-correlations.
The ensemble averages usedhave so far not distinguished between different types of
shock sweep motions which include short sweeps, which occur over only 1 transducer before
the shock turns around, and long sweeps, which can occur successively over several
transducers. All of these cases are included in the ensemble average results, so that no
distinction exists between low frequency oscillations and high frequency "jitter" motion of
the shock foot. The question then is whether the Pi model is accurate only in a time-
averaged sense or if it is representative at each instant in time as well. One way to approach
this question is to ask the following: if the wall pressure at a given point under the separated
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region is due to an instantaneous,"self-similar" Pi distribution, can the separated region
pressure values at each instant in time be used to predict the instantaneous location of the
separation shock foot? This would check whether the separated region pressure levels
correlate with shock foot location in an instantaneous as well as time-averaged sense. The
approach is as follows: first, obtain the shock foot time history, Xs(t), directly using the
intermittent wall pressure data; second, use the separated region pressure signals to obtain
the predicted shock foot time history, Xs(t); then, use basic statistical analysis and spectral
analyses to compare the two results.
The procedure used to obtain Xs(t) is as follows (the procedure for obtaining Xs(t)
was described in the 'Experimental Program and Analysis Techniques' section). For this
case, four transducers were located in the intermittent region from -16.5_ to -19.5_, spanning
an intermittency range of 0.9 to 0.25, respectively. Although this corresponds to only about
50% of the total range of the shock foot motion in physical space, it encompasses 65% of the
intermittent region (i.e., a majority of the shock foot motion could be monitored). The
second set of four transducers was located in the separated region from -8.5_ to - 11.5_, all
well downstream of 'S'. First, ensemble averages for both upstream and downstream sweeps
were obtained, from which the separated region ensemble average pressures at time x = 0
versus shock foot location were obtained (Table 5). Next, for each separated region station a
least squares curve fit between shock foot location and ensemble averaged pressure was
obtained, producing the calibration curves in Table 5; by doing this separately for each
channel, effects of transducer zero drift could be removed. Finally, Xs(t) at each instant in
time was obtained by calculating four Xs(t ) values from each of the separated region
pressure-time values using the curve fits and then averaging the four x s values to produce a
single weighted estimate for Xs(t) at the given time instant. Although the calibration was
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doneonly for theshockfoot rangeof -16.5_to -19.5_,theextrapolatedvaluesof Xs(t)were
retainedin theprediction.
Fig 18 shows simultaneous samples of both Xs(t) and the Xs(t) shock foot history
obtained using the above approach. The Xs(t) signal displays a low frequency trace; Xs(t)
exhibits both low and high frequency variations. From a statistical analysis of Xs(t) the mean
location was calculated to be at stations -18.24_ and -18.77_ for the upstream sweep and
downstream sweep calibration curves, respectively. This is in close agreement with the
station at which the measured value of T is equal to 0.5, station -18.5_. From the previous
wall pressure measurements the intermittent region spans the region -15.0_ to about -23.5_.
The Xs(t) result, based on the extrapolated data, predicts an intermittent region spanning
about-12.1_ to-24.4_ and about -12.0_ to-25.5_ for the upstream and downstream sweep
cases, respectively, based on a Xs(t) + 3CrXs(0 variation. By initially lowpass digitally
filtering the data prior to calculating Xs(t), the intermittent region upstream end was
calculated to be about 1_ further downstream and the downstream end was calculated to be
at about -13.0_ for both cases. An improved result would probably be obtained by having
the intermittent region pressure transducers span the entire intermittent region for a more
accurate calibration so that extrapolation does not occur (however, this can be difficult for
large interactions).
Power spectra of Xs(t) and the unfiltered Xs(t) result are shown in Fig 19 (upstream
sweep case; the downstream sweep case is essentially the same). As seen, the Xs(t) spectrum
is low frequency dominated, whereas the Xs(t) spectrum exists up to the 50 kHz analog filter
limit. The most striking feature is the Similarity of the two results for frequencies below
about 2 kHz. In fact, the well defined peak at about 400 Hz from Xs(t) is also detected in
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Xs(t);theadditionalXs(t) peaksat about750Hz and 1kHz aredetectedaswell. Beyondthe
2 kHz rangetheXs(t)resultexhibits asignificantamountof energyin the 10to 30kHz range.
The striking similarities at low frequencybetweentheXs(t) and Xs(t) spectraconfirmsthat
theXs(t)predictionprocedurehassucceededin reproducingthe low frequencycomponentof
the separationshock foot motion and that the Pi distribution is a physically meaningful
instantaneous model. This can even be seen in Fig 18, where the low frequency component
of Xs(t) does essentially match Xs(t). The Xs(t) prediction of a high frequency band of
energy is somewhat of an enigma. Presently no direct measurements of the high frequency
motion of the shock foot are available for comparison with the Xs(t) result. As a
consequence, it is not known if the energy band is a true representation of shock foot motion
or stems from some other source such as incoming undisturbed flow fluctuations being
detected by the separated region transducers as the separated shear layer passes above and is
manifested in Xs(t) as a high frequency shock foot motion.
The cross-correlation of Xs(t) with Xs(t) is shown in Fig 20 (upstream sweep case; the
downstream sweep case is essentially the same). It is characterized by a positive valued
peak occurring at -30t_s. The strong correlation maximum (larger than 0.65) again
demonstrates the ability of the technique to predict the separation shock foot motion. In
obtaining Xs(t) the separated region pressure levels at each instant in time were used to
predict an instantaneous shock foot location. The fact that the cross-correlation peak occurs
at negative time delay suggests that the separated region pressure fluctuations precede
separation shock foot motion (i.e., that the separated region causes the shock motion). For
the lowpass digital filtering case the cross-correlation is essentially the same, except that the
maximum value is now larger than 0.75.
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Finally, thecoherencebetweenXs(t) andXs(t)(upstreamsweepcase)is shownin Fig
21. The strongcoherencefor frequencieslessthanabout 1kHz demonstratesthat theXs(t)
andXs(t)time historiesarerelatedin a highly linearmannerfor thosefrequencies.
6 Brief Comments on Practical Implications of Results
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Fig 22 shows the mean wall pressure distribution (compared with the experiments of
Dolling, et al. (1979) and Dolling and Bogdonoff (1982)) and particle paths in the plane of
symmetry from the Mach 3 blunt fin computation by Hung and Buning (1985). The mean
wall pressure distribution, for g/D = 1.0, agrees well with the experimental data (for g/D =
0.26 the agreement is not as good, although reasonable overall). The inset shows the peak
near the root for 5/D = 0.26, which agrees with the results presented in this paper for which
_/D is close to 1. In particular, this root peak value was seen in the ensemble average result
of curves 6, Fig 10 (see also the Pi sketch at the top of Fig 16). The particle paths (_/D =
1.0) show a primary horseshoe vortex about 1.5D in length with its core about 0.2D above
the surface, as well as a small secondary vortex near the fin root. The pressure minimum for
x > -1.5D is associated with a reversed high speed flow zone attributed to an "image or so-
called ground effect of the vortex." In terms of the experimental and computational results
the effect of flow unsteadiness on the horseshoe vortex can now be inferred. In particular,
the shape of the Pi distribution (the minimum) is inferred to be due to the vortex ground
effect, as caused by the instantaneous vortex shape. Thus, as the separation shock foot
moves upstream and downstream, the vortex expands and contracts and consequently
weakens and strengthens, so that the centerline pressure variations are due to a time-varying
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Pi distribution which undergoes aperiodic motion.
It appears, then, that the role of the model geometry is as follows: first, the model
geometry establishes the "steady" flowfield character (horseshoe vortex) which gives rise to a
given Pi distribution; then, the addition of turbulence is manifested as an unsteady flowfield
in which the vortex oscillates aperiodically. A valid question is whether the vortex responds
to the turbulence and consequently drives the flow, or whether the separation shock foot is
driven by the turbulence and the vortex responds to the shock foot motion. The cross-
correlations between the intermittent region and separated flow region, as well as between
Xs(t) and Xs(t), support the former, as does the recent work of Erengil and Dolling (1993).
As seen, the computation predicted a single result, although it is now clear that local
measurements are actually due to a Pi distribution, the front end of which translates
aperiodically between UI and 'S' and undergoes distortion. The question, then, is, does the
computational solution (Pw(x), Fig 22a) correspond to a particular Pi distribution? If true,
then could a series of Pi distributions be calculated by solving for the flowfield with different
incoming boundary conditions such that the separation shock foot was fixed at several
stations spanning the intermittent region? From these, it would be theoretically possible to
estimate loading levels (or at least determine where the maximum values would occur) as
was done in obtaining the IAPI distribution of Fig 14. All that would be needed for such
calculations would be correlations of UI and 'S' locations. If the method is accurate, then
dynamic solutions for other model geometries could be obtained from UI/'S' correlations
entirely. This method would represent a first order inclusion of the flowfield unsteadiness
into computations.
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To illustratethis ideathecomputationshownin Fig 22afor _5/D= 1 (which wastaken
directly from HungandBuning (1985))hasbeendigitized andis shownreplotted in Fig 23a.
In both the computationand the experimentsadditional tests were made with the same
incoming flow conditions,but with a thinner boundarylayer. The measuredand computed
wall pressuresareshownin Fig 23b. There is againgood agreementbetweencomputation
andexperiment. As seen,by changingthe incomingboundaryconditions(i.e., bydecreasing
theboundarylayer thickness),the upstreaminfluencelocationhasbeenshifteddownstream
by about0.3D (seeFigs23aand23b). Sincethis lengthscalechangeis typical of theshock
foot displacementin a given flow, these two data sets offer an opportunity to make a
qualitative assessmentof the ideasoutlined above. The basic idea is that the pressure
distribution of Fig 23bis assumedto be the ensembleaveragedPi distribution which would
occur for the conditions of Fig 23a with the shock foot at the downstream end of the
intermittent region. The pressure distribution in Fig 23a is assumed to be the Pi distribution
which occurs with the shock foot at the upstream end of the intermittent region. Fig 23c
shows the IAPI distribution obtained from the two digitized computational results and Fig 23d
shows the measured standard deviation distribution. The computational result (Fig 23c)
predicts three maximum values, near -2.5D, -1.5D and -0.25D and minimum values near -2D
and at about -0.5D to -1D. (Note. The distribution does not extend beyond -2.5D since the
experimental data shown in Hung and Buning (1985) cover the data from the computation).
These agree qualitatively with the three maximum values in Fig 23d near -2.5D, -1.25D and
-0.25D, as well as the minimum values near -2D and -0.5D. This example once more brings
out the fact that the shape of the standard deviation distribution is due to displacement of a Pi
distribution. In addition to the computational result, Fig 23c also shows the IAPI distribution
obtained from the experimental data of Figs 23a and 23b. This IAPI distribution also has
three maximum values which occur at about -2.25D, -1.25D and -0.25D as well as minimum
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valuesat about-2D and-0.5D. The distribution does quite well in predicting the fluctuating
pressure load distribution in terms of shape as well as magnitude, even though it is based on
mean measurements alone.
The IAPI distributions of Fig 23c (which were obtained from the computations and
experiments), illustrate the concept and re-emphasize the possibility of using either
computations or simple mean wall pressure measurements alone in order to obtain qualitative
estimates of fluctuating pressure load distributions. In an experimental program for which a
large variety of model geometries are available for fluctuating pressure measurements, the
utility of the simplified approach becomes clear. In particular, the mean pressure
distributions for all model geometries (for different boundary layer thicknesses) could be
obtained, providing standard deviation distribution estimates for all cases. From these
estimates the best candidates for intensive instantaneous measurements could be selected,
thereby reducing the cost of the program.
A final point about Fig 23 is that changes in boundary layer thickness were used to
generate the different mean wall pressure distributions, which in turn were used to estimate
the wall pressure standard deviation distribution. Since the estimates provided reasonable
results, this leads to the question of whether the unsteadiness of the flowfield is ultimately
due to variations of the "short-term time-averaged" boundary layer height, _5i, with time. If
true, then the instantaneous pressure distribution, Pi' would depend on the character of _i'
such that when 5i is small, the upstream extent of Pi is small, and when 5 i is large, the
upstream extent of Pi is large. This makes physical sense since when 5 i is small the
boundary layer mass entering the horseshoe vortex will be small and the vortex itself will be
small and, when _5i is large the entering boundary layer mass will be large and the horseshoe
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vortex will be large.
Flow Control
It was seen earlier that the large amplitude low frequency fluctuations which
dominate the standard deviation distribution result from P. and are related to the pressurel
difference IAPI due to a translating Pi distribution. Therefore, in order to reduce the
amplitude of local fluctuations the local IAPI variation, which occurs at low frequency, needs
to be minimized. At this stage it does not appear that altering the high frequency content
would be productive. Methods need to be found which reduce the magnitude of the Pi
gradient (_Pi/_x) so that IAPI is minimized. Since Pi is due to the horseshoe vortex it may be
possible to alter the large scale low frequency fluctuations by manipulating this vortex
through model geometry changes. Since Pi and the mean pressure distribution have similar
shapes, measurements of Pw(X) alone may be sufficient to judge the effectiveness of a given
method, as discussed above.
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7 Summary and Conclusions
Fluctuating wall pressure measurements have been made on centerline upstream of a
blunt fin in a Mach 5 turbulent boundary layer. Experiments were made in which a reference
transducer was located under the undisturbed incoming turbulent boundary layer and
simultaneous measurements were made at successive locations downstream of this station
(analysis A). Analyses B and C were essentially the same as analysis A, but the reference
transducer was located at different stations in the intermittent region. Pairs of transducers at
minimum spacing (0.115 in.) were also positioned throughout the centerline flowfield in
order to study convective phenomena. Cross-correlation results from these analyses
demonstrated that a correlation does exist between each of the three flowfield regions. The
cross-correlation results showed the general existence of two modes, a broad mode
associated with the low frequency content of the signals, and a sharp mode associated with
high frequencies. "Transition" points in the flowfield were identified at which the cross-
correlations changed character. Ensemble averages of the B and C test series showed the
existence of two characteristic signatures, a broad (low frequency) signature and a sharp
(high frequency) signature. Digital filtering demonstrated that frequencies below 4 kHz
contributed to the low frequency (broad mode) cross-correlation, and also that the ensemble
averages contained low frequency contributions which were not obvious from the unfiltered
result.
By examining the ensemble average wall pressure distributions for different shock
foot fixed positions, it has been shown that local fluctuating wall pressure measurements are
due to a distinct pressure distribution, Pi' which undergoes a stretching and flattening effect
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as its upstreamboundary translates aperiodically between the upstream influence and
separationlines. The locationsof the maximaand minima in the centerline wall standard
deviation distribution were accurately predicted using this distribution, providing
quantitativeconfirmationof the model. A qualitative discussion of the local wall pressure
measurements which would be obtained if Pi was shifted upstream or downstream,
analogous to upstream and downstream sweeps of the shock foot, agreed well with the
observed character of the ensemble averages. Further, by a qualitative examination of the
type of cross-correlations which would be obtained from certain model signals, and by then
comparing the ensemble average results to the model signals, the source of the broad mode
in the cross-correlations was qualitatively verified. It was seen that the low frequency
content of the pressure signals from downstream of the shock foot as well as the
corresponding broad mode and broad signature of the cross-correlations and ensemble
averages are due to the unsteady Pi distribution. In addition, the high frequency content of
the signals, as well as the corresponding sharp mode of the cross-correlations and sharp
signature in the ensemble averages are due to convection of the incoming undisturbed
boundary layer flow into the interaction.
Additional quantitative support for the Pi model was provided when wall pressure
signals from under the separated flow region were used to predict the position-time history of
the separation shock foot. The low frequency content of the predicted shock foot position-
time history, Xs(t), matched extremely well with the measured shock foot position-time
history, Xs(t ) (for frequencies less than about 2 kHz). The method also predicted a shock
motion in the 10 to 30 kHz range which could not be confirmed, since no measurements of
separation shock foot motion for frequencies greater than about 2 kHz are available for
comparison with Xs(t ). The negative time delay peak in the cross-correlation between Xs(t )
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andXs(t) suggeststhat theseparatedregion fluctuationsprecedeshockfoot motion,asdoes
Erengil andDolling (1993).
Finally, the unsteadyflowfield can be describedas follows: The model geometry
establishesthe "steady"flowfield character,namelythehorseshoevortex (andsecondaryroot
vortex) which gives rise to the "steady"Pi distribution. With turbulence the flowfield
becomes unsteady. In particular, as the foot of the separation shock moves upstream and
downstream the leading edge of the vortex also moves upstream and downstream, and the
vortex expands and contracts (and consequently weakens and strengthens), so that the
centerline pressure variations are due to a time-varying Pi distribution which undergoes
distortion and aperiodic motion. The results lead to the following implications. First, in
order to minimize the fluctuating loads caused by the flow unsteadiness, methods should
focus on reducing the magnitude of the Pi gradient (OPi/Ox). Second, by calculating pressure
distributions for several shock foot fixed cases, in conjunction with shock foot length scale
correlations and intermittency distributions, it may be possible to predict some of the
unsteady aspects of shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interaction separated flowfields.
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